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Abstract

An important, yet minimally explored, aspect
of emotion simulation is the way in which
changes in emotion eliciting situations can give
rise to different intensities in the resulting emo-
tion instances. Usin~ the work of Ortony, etal.
[Ortony e~ al., 1988J as a guide, we propose a
set of emotion inLe~siLy ~ariables to be used in
modeling the causes of varying emotion inten-
sity, and discuss their implementation within
the coarse-grained simulation environment of
the Affective Reasoner [Elliott, 1992], a pro-
gram that reasons about emotion. These vari-
ables, our motivation for selecting them, and
portions of two functions which use them in
computing simulated emotion intensities, are
presented in this paper.

Motivation
Affect plays an important role in the way humans
respond to situations. The affective processes may,
from the perspective of a reasoning system, be
viewed as a heuristic mechanism for efficiently as-
sessing one’s circumstances and acting upon them
[Oatley, 1987]. An important, but often ignored
component of the simulation of such processes is the
intensities of the affective states (e.g. moods, emo-
tions) that arise.

In this article we discuss an approach to reason-
ing about emotion intensity within the context of the
Affective Reasoner [Elliott, 1992] (hereafter, AR) 

*Prepsrffition of this article wu supported in paxt by
Andersen Consulting through Northwestern University’s
Institute for the Learning Sciences.

computer simulation that reasons about emotions in
a multi-agent system. The AR is designed around
the constraining hypothesis that there are twenty-
four distinct categories of emotion, each based on a
different set of eliciting conditions (c.f., [Ortony et
al., 1988]). In this context we have postulated the
existence of functions that map interpretations of
simulated situations into scalar intensity ratings for
emotion instances within those categories. Working
abductively from descriptions of emotion-generating
situations, we used emotion inte~sit~l ~ariable8 to
explain the ways in which changes in various aspects
of the simulation might cause changes in emotion
intensity. These variables, which represent both sit-
uations external to the agent, and dispositions and
moods internal to the agent, together with some pre-
liminary functions that illustrate their use in com-
puting emotion intensities, are described in this pa-
per.

Background

In our current research, we simulate simple worlds
populated with with agents capable of respond-
ing "emotionally" as a function of their concerns.
Agents are given unique pseudo-personalities mod-
eled as both a set of appraisal frame8 representing
their individual goals, principles, preferences, and
moods, and as a set of channels for the expression
of emotions. Combinations of appraisal frames are
used to create agents’ interpretations of situations
that unfold in the simulation. These interpreta-
tions, in turn, can be characterized by the simu-
lator in terms of the eliciting conditions for emo-
tions. As a result, in some cases agents "have emo-
tions," which then may be expressed in ways that
are observable by other agents, and as new simula-
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tion events which might perturb future situations.
Additionally, agents use a case-based heuristic clas-
sification system to reason about the emotions other
agents are presumed to be having, and to form repre-
sentations of those other agents’ personalities that
will help them to predict and explain future emo-
tion episodes involving the observed agent [Elliott
and Ortony, 1992].

Ortony, et al. [Ortony et 61., 1988] discuss twenty-
two emotion types based on valenced reactions to
situations being construed as goal-relevant events,
acts of accountable agents, or attractive or unattrac-
tive objects (including agents interpreted as ob-
jects). This theory has been extended to include the
two additional emotion types of love and hate [El-
liott, 1992]. A summary of these emotion types us-
ing groupings based on the associated eliciting con-
dltions appears in fgure 1.

Previous implementations of the AR allowed the
mapping of situations into the twenty-four emotion
types by reasoning about simple eliciting conditions,
but they did not provide for the determination of
emotion intensity. Using the work of Ortony, et al.
[Ortony etal., 1988] as a guide, we analysed a set of
descriptions of such situations and created a set of
emotion intenmitll variables to explain the causes of
varying emotion intensity, within a coarse-grained
simulation paradigm. We reduced the resulting set
of variables to a computable formalism, and repre-
sented sample situations in the AR. We then isolated
three areas of the simulation where variables in ei-
ther the short-term state of an agent, the long-term
disposition of an agent, or the emotion-eliciting sit-
uation itself helped to determine the intensity of the
agent’s subsequent affective state. These three ar-
eas, and the intenslty-relevant variables embodied
in them, are discussed in the next three sections.

Three Categories of Emotion
Intensity Variables

In the following analysis we will limit our considera-
tion of emotion intensity to variables that pertain to
what Frijda etal. [Frijda etal., 1992] refer to as the
overall ~elf intenmit~/of an emotion. They describe
overall felt intensity as comprising "whatever would
go into the generation of a response to a global ques-
tion such as this: ’How intense was your emotional
reaction to situation S?"’

We have segregated variables thought to affect the
intensity of emotion into three groups. The first
group, simu|afion-event variables, comprises vari-
ables whose values change independently of situa-
tion interpretation mechanisms. The second group,
stable disposition variables, consists of variables that
are involved in an agent’s interpretation of situa-
tions, tend to be constant, and help to determine an
agent’s personality and role in the simulation. The
last group, mood-relevant variables, contains those
variables that contribute to an agent’s mood state.

The values in the simulations-event variables
group change independently of an agent’s interpre-
tation of them. In other words, although these vari-
ables are still subject to appraisal by the agent, the
value changes themselves are external to the ap-
praising agents. Another way to consider these vari-
ables is that a single change in the value of one of
them may simultaneously, and differentially, affect
several appraising agents. Such variables capture
"objective ~ features of the world such as the loud-
ness of a noise or the brightness of a light. Thus,
for example, the objective degree of loudness of
a piece of music might relate to its appealingness
for one agent, but to its repulsiveness for another.
Nonetheless, the volume of the music, a variable
within the emotion-eliciting situation, in both cases
contributes to the calculation of the intensity for the
resulting emotions.

By contrast, the stable disposition variables group
contains variables that help to determine an agent’s
bias toward interpreting an emotion-eliciting situ-
ation one way or another. For example, it would
be these which would allow us to specify that, for
a given volume level, one agent experiences intense
dislike for the music, whereas another experiences
only mild dislike. That these variables are con-
sidered stable does not mean that they can never
change but rather that such changes are rather slow,
and tend to be unidirectional. For example, some-
one who finds rap music repulsive, may, over time,
come to dislike it less, or even, ultimately, to find it
appealing. This group also includes some relation-
ship variables that help to define the strength of
friendship or animosit~/ between agents, and their
emotional distance.

The last group, the mood-relevant variables, con-
rains variables which (1) alter an agent’s interpreta-
tion of situations, (2) are volatile, (3) are bipolar 
nature, (4) are not dispositional, so that they nat-
urally return to (agent-specific) default values over
time, and (5) may be the result of prior affective
experience. For example, if an agent is represented
as "feeling unwell or depressed," then hearing rap
music might be simulated as being particularly up-
lifting, "taking the agent’s mind off her pain," or as
particularly intolerable, "driving her to distraction."

Our current simulation work is based on the pro-
posals of Ortony, et al. [Ortony et al., 1988], and
Frijda etal. [Frijda et al., 1992], and most of our
intensity variables derive in one form or anther from
their work.x The main question that arises in try-
ing to implement these and other variables in a corn-

tln some cases we wished to incorporate ai~ective phe-
nomena not specifically addressed in these works (e.g.,
~valence bias~) and have therefore created computable
formalisms for these phenomena based on relevant psy-
chological literature. We do not claim that our for-
malisms for these phenomena reflect actual cognitive
processes at a low ]eve].
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Figure I: Emotion typu (Table based on [O’Rorke
and Ortony, 1992] and [Elliott, 199211

)eciflcation Name and Emotion 

purer program that generates simulated emotions is,
what features are present (or might be present) 
the simulation events, and how can they be repre-
sented in ways that lead to human-like emotions on
the parts of our automated agents?Group SpeciRcation Name ua Emotion Type

Well- appraisal of a joy: plea~qi about
Being situation as an event

an event distress: displeased
about an event

Fortunes presumed happy-for: pleased
of value of a about an event
Others a situation desirable for another

ss an event gloating: pleased
affecting about an event
another undesirable for another

resentment: d/s-
pleased about an event
desirable for another
sorry-for: diJpleased
about an event
unde~able for another

Prospect appraisal of a hope: pleased about
based situation as ¯ a prospective desirable

prospective event
event fear: displeased about a

prospective undesirable event
Confir- npprs~al of ¯ satisfaction: pleased about
mation situation as ¯ confirmed de, able event

confirming or relief: pleased about ¯
disconfirming dhtconfirmed undesirable event
an expec- fearl-confirmed: displeased
tation about a confirmed undesirable

event
disappointment: displeased
about a diaconfirmed desirable
event

Attrib- appraisal of a pride: approving of one’s
ution situation as own act

an account- admiration: approving of
able act another’s act
of some agent shame: disapproving of

one’s own act
reproach: disapproving
of another’s act

Attractioz appraisal of ¯ liking: finding an
situation as object appealing
containing an disliking: finding an
attractive or object unappealing
unattractive
object

Well- compound gratitude: admiration + joy
being / emotions anger: reproach + distress

Attrib- gratification: pride + joy
ution remorse: shame + distress
Attractiox compound love: admiration +
/ Attrib- emotion liking
ution extensions hate: reproach + disliking

The three central variables described by Ortony,
et el. [Ortony et a/., 1988] (i.e., the desirability
of an event, the blamewo~hinees or praise~orthi-
neu of an act, or the attractiveness of an object, or
agent construed as an object) determine the valence
of the resulting emotion. In addition, these vari-
ables, each given here as a simulation event variable
/ ratable disposition ~ariable pair representing the ac-
tual feature values within the simulation, and their
importance to the agent, are also the primary deter-
minants of emotional intensity. Secondary to these
are variables, such aa that representing physiologi-
cal arousal, which modify the base intensity levels
generated by the central variables. Some variables
only admit values that can reduce or maintain the
intensity of an emotion. For example, events are or-
dinarily assumed to be perceived as real. However, if
explicitly represented otherwise, the intensity of an
emotion resulting from the (at least partially per-
ceived aa unreal) situation will be lessened. Lastly,
some variables are represented as pairs containing a
bias factor and a strength, and will act differently
on the intensities of differently valenced emotions.

Ranges and defaults

The ranges we propose for each variable are arbi-
trary, and are intended for use in functions that
simply treat the variables as multiplicative factors.
However, an attempt has been made to partially or-
der the effects the variables have on intensity cal-
culations by differentially limiting the values over
which each variable may range. No claim is made
for psychological fidelity on this account. This is not
as critical as it might seem, since each of the values
within the ranges must, in all cases, be given as an
assessment, either direct or indirect, of some feature
value. Once a scale has been established it is used
as a reference for interpreting events and internal
states of the agent. If a range proves, in practice, to
be too high, it tends to be used more conservatively
than if it is too low, and vice versa.

Moreover, the ranges we have specified for vari-
ables are not important to the design of our inten-
sity architecture. Instead we have merely provided
arbitrary first designations for these ranges, based
loosely on introspective analysis. These ranges, de-
fault values for variables, and the intensity functions
that use them, have been isolated in the implemen-
tation, and are treated essentially as data, so that
they may be easily altered to reflect the current cog-
nitive theory.

In the basic intensity functions given at the end
of this article we use values for the intensity vari-
ables as factors: those values below 1 reduce the
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strength of the emotion, those above 1 increase it.
In the current model, primary determinants of emo-
tion intensity range from Jero to 10, with a default
of 3. Factors which are treated as weaker modifiers
of intensity range from (approximately) sero to 
Modifiers which, within our model, can only reduce
intensity, range from sero to 1. Variables whose
effects on intensity calculations are determined by
the valence of an emotion (such as a variable which
heightens the intensity of nagatively valenced emo-
tions but lessens the intensity of positively valenced
emotions) are given both a blu v~ue, and ̄  strength
ranging from I to 3.

It is not desirable to have to specify a value for
each of the intensity variables in each emotion elic-
Sting situation that arises in the simulation. In ad-
dition, some variables (such as that representing the
concept of surprise), which we might desire to rep-
resent in a particular situation, are sometimes diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to calcnlate.2 Intensity func-
tions that are designed to use the missing values,
must therefore either use an alternate calculation
method, or must use defaults, as is done in the cur-
rent implementation. Because in this implementa-
tion intensities are calculated by multiplying the in-
tensities of component factors together, we use a
default value of I for most variables since this then
gives them the convenient property of affecting the
intensity calculation only when otherwise specified.

The intensity variables

Simulation-event variables

¯ Goal realisation/blockage. The degree to
which an agent interprets a situation as having
contributed to the achievement or blocking of one
of his or her goals. This is derived from a simula-
tion feature value, or set of values, and represents
a desirability continuum,s Example: "How big of

~For example, for a person to be surprised when a
jet airplane crashes into their building they must know
that this is something that does not normally occur. By
contrast, a person is not surprised when the phone rings
in their office, because this is something that does nor-
really occur. This is a true default re--oning problem
because though one event is surprising and the other
is not, the person need not have active expectations
regarding planes or telephones (see also [Ortony and
Partridge, 1987]). We have included these diffficult-to-
calculate variables because they are important theoreti-
cslly, and because in some simulation paradigms we have
a pragmatic way of making such values available to the
sfl’ective reasoning machinery.

8The continuum for this variable, and the next three,
must be measured along the correct dimension. This
is not always a straightforward problem. For example,
in the Biblical story of the two harlots that are both
claiming to be the mother of a newborn (Kings 1:3),
Solomon threatens to d/vide the child in half and give
a piece to each of the women who claim him. The real
mother desires first that she get full possession of the

a tip the walter got for his services." Range: -I0
to 10, where -10 represents complete blockage of
a goal, and 10 complete achievement. No default,
this must be specified by calculation from some
feature value(s).

¯ Blameworthlness-pralseworthlness. The de-
gree to which an observing agent interprets an
observed agent as having upheld or violated one
of the observing agent’s principles, in some situa-
tion. This is derived from a set of simulation val-
ues, which might include values for the amount
of effort expected in a given situation, the ac-
countabi/ity of an agent as determined by role,
and so forth. Range: -I0 to 10, where -I0 repre-
sents maxima] blameworthiness, etc. No default.

¯ Appeaiingneu. The degree to which an agent
interprets a situation as containing an object (or
agent construed as an object) that is seen as ap-
pealing. Example: how good the concert was.a

Range: sero to 10. No default.

¯ Repulsiveness. The degree to which an agent
interprets an object as being repulsive. Example:
how bad-smelling the person was. Range: -10 to
zero. No default

¯ Certainty. The degree to which the appraising
agent is certain that the event or act has, or will,
actually come about. For example, if the simula-
tion event is represented as hearsay, the certainty
is likely to be less. Range: zero to 1, with 1 being
complete certainty. Default 1.

¯ Sense-of-reailty. The degree to which a situa-
tion is perceived as real by an agent. For example,
a client’s suspension of disbelief is likely to de-
pend on the degree to which a salesperson is able
to make a hypothetical event seem real. Range:
zero to 1. Default 1.

¯ Temporal proximity. The distance, in time,
of a situation that is being appraised. More re-
cent events, and expected events that are closer
to coming about, generate more intense emotions.
This is particularly useful in the AR as a way of
creating recurrent instances in of an emotion (i.e.,
rumination). Range: zero to 1. Default 1.

¯ Surprisingness. The degree to which the agent
is likely to be surprised by the simulation event.
This represents deviation from norms, and in par-
ticular, roles. This is, in general, difficult to rep-
resent. Note that this is not a measure of expec-
tation (see the footnote above). Range: 1 to 
with 3 being intensely surprising. Default 1.

child, second that she have possession of no part of him,
and least of all that she have half of him.

4A more straightforward example would be, "how
fresh the flowers were." This example was chosen be-
cause it illustrates the concept that the judgment of ap-
pealingness, and so forth, is internal to the agent, while
the degree of that appealingness may be set by an exter-
nal, albeit difficult to measure, value.
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¯ EfFort. The degree to which an agent has in-
vested resources in achieving the goal, or in up-
holding the standard. This is not a factor for pref-
erences. Range: sero to 3. Default I.

¯ Deservlngness. The degree to which the agent
believes that the subject agent is deserving of the
good or bad fortune (for the subject agent) that
appears to stem from the simulation event. The
intensity of a fortunes-of-others emotion is depen-
dent only upon whether the experiencing agent is
happy or unhappy about the other’s fortune and
the perception of their deservingness, and not the
perceived goodness or badness of the event for the
other agent. If the agent is perceived aa being
deserving, then the emotion moves in a positive
direction. If the agent is perceived as being un-
deserving, then the emotion moves in a negative
direction. For example, 81oating over an adve~-
aa~’s misfortune (a positive emotion), becomes
more positive (i.e., more intense) as he or she 
perceived as being more deserving, and becomes
less positive (i.e., less intense) as he or she is per-
ceived as being less deserving. On the other hand,
pity will decrease if a ~ead is seen as being more
deserving of the bad fortune, and will increase if
he or she is seen as being less deserving of the bad
fortune. Represented as a bias either toward de-
servingness or underservingness, and a strength,
1 to 3. Default i.

Stable disposition variables
The specification arable refers to the position these
variables have in determining the relatively stable
personalities and roles of the automated agents in
the simulation. This is not to say that these val-
ues cannot change over time, but rather that such
changes will be considered moderately permanent,
with no tendency to return to the original state.
Although we include the f~ier~dal~ip and animoaitll
variables in this category, this is an arbitrary de-
cision since the relationships they represent, as we
define them, can be affected by mood.

Appraisal bias variables These variables, based
on the central intensity variables of Ortony, et al.
[Ortony et al., 1988], appear as part of the agents’
appraisal mechanisms and represent the degrees to
which various events, actions of agents, and objects
are important to them. For example, two agents
may like music, but for one it is ~ery important and
has the potential for generating ecstasy, whereas for
the other it may lead, at most, to a moment of mild
pleasure.

The importance of situations for which goal-based
and standard-based appraisals are made may be as-
sessed differently depending on whether a goal is
achieved (standard upheld) or blocked (standard 
olated). This is because some concerns can only lead
to negative or neutral outcomes, whereas others can
only lead to neutral or positive outcomes. For ex-

ample, one is not ordinarily happy about "not get-
ting cancer," but might be very distressed if such
a preseroatior, health goal were blocked. Similarly,
aerer, dipito~lll winning in the lottery is an impor-
tant event, whereas losing is not. The same is true
of standards, where, for example, it is not normally
considered praiseworthy to refrain from committing
crimes, but it ~ considered blameworthy to commit
them. Preferences and non-preferences are repre-
sented separately, and so in each instance a single
variable suffices. For discussion see also [Schank and
Abelson, 1977], and [Elliott, 1992]).

The default values for the variables in this sec-
tion are meaningful only in that they highlight our
assumption that the degree to which a goal, stan-
dard, or preference is important to an agent makes
s relatively significant contribution to calculations
of emotion intensity. However, to avoid such absur-
dities as having the breaking of a shoelace and the
theft of one’s car lead to similarly intense emotions,
these values must be specified.

¯ Importance to agent of achieving goal. How
desirable the achievement of a particular goal is
for the agent. Range zero to 10. Default is 3.

¯ Importance to agent of not having goal
blocked. How undesirable the blockage of a par-
ticular goal is for the agent. Range zero to 10.
Default is 3.

¯ Importance to agent of having standard up-
held. How praiseworthy the act of upholding a
particular standard is for the agent. Range zero
to I0. Default is 3.

¯ Importance to agent of not having standard
violated. How blameworthy the act of violating
a particular standard is for the agent. Range zero
to i0. Default is 3.

¯ Influence of preference on agent. The degree
to which an agent likes or dislikes an object, or
agent construed as a object, irrespective of the
agent’s goals and principles. Range: zero to 10.
Default is 3.

Stable relationship variables

¯ Frlendshlp-animoslty. The degree to which an
agent is in a unidirectional friendship or animoa-
itl/ relationship with an agent (including itself).
Represented as a bias, either toward friendship
or animosity, and a strength, zero to 3. Default
strength is i. There is no default bias, hut it must
be specified for fortunes-of-others emotions.

¯ Emotional interrelatedness of agents. This
is unidirectional. It is akin to intimacy, but only
in the sense that an agent can perceive this inti-
macy in relationship to an enemy as well as to a
friend. This variable attempts to capture the con-
cept that events which affect, and actions which
are performed by, agents who are perceived as be-
ing more emotionally intertwined with the experi-



encing agent, axe likely to generate stronger emo-
tional responses in that agent. Range: sero to
3, where 3 represents a high degree of perceived
emotional interrelatedncss. Default I.s

Mood variables
Mood representation in the AR is in the early stages
of development. The variables given here repre-
sent a first attempt at accounting for some of the
most salient cases in which prior mood contributes
to emotion intensity. Discussion follows at the end
of this section.

Non-relatlonship mood variables

a Arousal. The degree to which the agent is physi-
ologically aroused. In future work it may be useful
to discriminate multiple dimensions for this vari-
able (such as how tense or relaxed the agent is,
how active or drowsy, and so forth). Our model
is not so sophisticated. In general we consider
the physiological processes to be beyond the scope
of this work. Range: 0.1 to 3 where 0.i repre-
gents a comatose state and 3 represents maximum
axOU~ ¯

a Physical well-belng. The degree to which the
agent is feeling (physically) ill or well. Range: 0. 
to 3, where 0.I represents intense discomfort and
3 intense vitality.

¯ Valence bias. The degree to which an agent
will have a bias towards negative or positive emo-
[ions. This is useful in the simulation for the
coaxse-gralned representation of the, essentially,
good and bad moods that may result from the
emotional experiences of the automated agents.
This variable is distinct from the two variables
following in that, rather than change the intensi-
ties of specific classes of emotions, it sets a base
starting point for the calculation of all valenced
reactions. Represented as a bias, positive or neg-
ative, and a strength 1 to 3, where 3 represents a
maximal tendency to appraise the world in a neg-
ative light, or in a positive light. Default strength
is 1. There is no default bias.
There are a number of psychological phenomena
which may be thought of as contributing to an
agent’s valence bias, notably including mood dis-
orders. Though such phenomena are not well un-
derstood and rigorous models of their determi-
nation are scarce [MacLeod and Mathews, 1989],
there is a body of literature pertaining to mood

sit is not clear what the relationship between this
variable and the frisndship-snlmosity variable should be.
We have created this as a distinct vat/able to handle such
instances as animosities that arise in the course of family
life, and so forth. To wit: if a family member cheats
you of your inheritance it may be s much more intense
experience than if athe government" does, regardless of
whether the relationship to that family member is one
of friendship or animosity.

disorders and more common, less serious, analogs
of these disorders, experienced by non-disordered
people in everyday situations (e.g., mild, possi-
bly transient depression). We have therefore in-
cluded variables to represent mild degrees of two
acknowledged mood-biasing phenomena, namely
depression and anxiety,s

¯ Depression-ecstasy. From generalized sadness
and feeling of hopelessness to generalized eupho-
ria and feeling of well-being. This variable is
modeled after the clinical notions of depressive
and manic states which seem to have a number
of cognitive correlates. Depression is generally
chaxacterised as a predisposition towards sadness
and negative life-construals while mania is char-
acterised by overestimation of abilities, i~noring
negative repercussions of events, etc. [Associ-
ation, 1987J. Interestingly, non-depressive sub-
jects seem to be biased towards positive con-
struals of themselves and others (e.g., having 
bias towards viewing themselves as praiseworthy)
while depressives seem to lack this bias, yield-
ing even-handedly mixed positive and negative
self-construals [Greenberg and Alloy, 1989]. Rep-
resented as a bias, positive or negative, and a
strength 1 to 3, where 3 represents a the high-
est degree of depression, or the highest degree of
ecstasy. Default strength is 1.5. (See discussion
below.) There is no default bias.

¯ Anxlety-lnvlnclbillty. From generalized fear
and feeling of loss of control, to generalized hope
and feeling of powerfulness. This variable is mod-
eled after the clinical notion of general anxiety
which seems to have cognitive correlates which
are in some cases similar to, and in other ways
distinct from, depression. For example, anxious
subjects seem to ascribe more negative anxiety-
relevant traits (e.g., nervousness) to themselves
and to unknown others than positive anxiety-
relevant traits (e.g., assurance) [Greenberg and
Alloy, 1989]. Represented as a bias, positive or
negative, and a strength i to 3, where 3 represents
a the highest degree of anxiety, or the highest de-
gree of perceived invincibility. Default strength is
1. There is no default bias.

¯ Importance of all Goals, Standards, and
Preferences.
The degree to which all of the goals, standards,
and preferences of an agent are important to that
agent. As with valence-bias, this is a coarse-
grained representation of a phenomenon that af-
fects the intensity of all emotions, namely that
when an agent’s emotional resources are dimin-
ished or enhanced, that agent’s goals, standards,

aWe treat depression and anxiety as mood-biasing
phenomena rather than as moods themselves, in keeping
with much cognitive psychology research (e.g., [Beck,
1987]).
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and preferences may all become more important,
or less important, respectively. For example,
when an agent has had a series of bad things
happen, the agent may have an increased desire
for something good to happen. When the agent’s
goals are blocked in this state, the agent is more
intensely unhappy about it; when the agent en-
counters some appealing object, it is seen as all
the more appealing. RAnge: 0.3 to 3, where 3
represents the maximally incre~ed importance of
goals, standards and preferences.

Relationship mood variables

¯ Liabillty-credRableness. The degree to which
an agent will bias judgments of the liability or
creditableness of another agent. For example,
when an agent is in an a~grU or ha’ti~.g mood too
wards another agent they will tend to hold them
more liable for blameworthy actions and less cred-
liable for praiseworthy ones; when they are in a
g~lej~[ or loving mood toward that other agent
then the opposite is true. Represented as a bias,
liable or creditable, and a strength, I to 3. Defan]t
is 1.

Discussion Rudimentary moods for agents in the
AR can result from an emotion, or series of emo-
tions. To make use of this mechanism, it has been
necessary to specify several granularities of mood.
General mood biasing factors (such aa vde~ce-bi~)
tend to be automatically generated by the simula-
tion as a result of emotions, whereas more specific
mood factors (such as depressio~-ar~ie~ll) tend to be
hand-coded as a result of specific situations. When
values for more specific mood-biasing variables are
present, they are preferred over those for more den-
era] mood-biasing variables.

In our model, an.~ie’~I/and dcpreuion, interact to
form distinct valence biases. For example a n0a-
depresaed, ~o~-auioua, agent will react in a way
which is biased towards positive anxiety-relevant
traits (e.g., uassurance") while an auio~, agent will
have a bias towards negative anxiety-relevant traits
(e.g., "tension"), and depreued agent will ha ve the
bias removed entirely. As such, depreuio~ may have
the effect, in the model, of dulling an agent’s usual
anxious nervousness (e.g., a depression-induced rep-
resentation of "it just doesn’t matter").

To illustrate, let us suppose that in a simulation
an agent is ~fired from her job." This agent’s con-
cerns lead to both sadness over the loss of comfort-
able circumstances and companions (stemming from
the blockage of some career and social goals), and
fear over the prospects of future financial hardship
(stemming from the prompecJ of a financial goal being
blocked). If we raise the prior value of her "anxietyn

(by giving ar~ie@-invincib~itll a negative bias and
increasing its value), the predominant emotion be-
comes fear, ("How am I going to pay the rent?").
Raising her prior level of "depression" (by giving

depreuioa-ecato,~ll a negative bias and increasing its
value) mediates her fear but increases her sadness,
("Everything just seems to be going wrong!").

Similarly, if a no~,-depresaed, aoy;-a~ioua, sim-
ulated agent is Kinvolved in a successful business
deal," the agent might ordinarily be predisposed
to attain an ~undue~ intensity of pride from the
event (as non-depressives often have an inflated
sense of self-involvement in positive causal interac-
tions [Vasques, 1987]), while deprea~io~ would tem-
per this effect, and a~iety would provoke the agent
to fear the deal’s consequences.

Intensity Function Illustrations

The intensity calculation functions that make use
of these variables within the simulation are still un-
der consideration. Our initial goal is simply to es-
tablish some reasonably monotonic relationship be-
tween the feature values which we are able to rep-
resent within the simulator and the intensity of the
simulated emotions resulting from the specified elic-
iting conditions. There are many such simple rela-
tionships that can be captured. However, to model
the subtle effects of some of the variables, includ-
ing their inter-dependence with one another, and
their non-linear effects, more complex functions are
needed,r

As with the determination of ranges and de-
faults, the particular intensity-calculation functions
used are not important to the reasoning architec-
ture. These can be changed to accommodate differ-
ent kinds of psychologically motivated experiments.
The only fixed link from the intensity functions
to the rest of the design is that they must return
the scalar values which are used to set the various
thresholds for different intensities in the generation
of emotion instances, and that they return values
for the different c~tegories of emotion that are con-
sistent with one another. Also important to note is
that values for variables must be used consistently
in both the elicitation of emotions, and their mani-
festation, since the appraisal mechanism passes vari-
able bindings to the emotion manifestation mecha-
nism.

Lastly, one final implication of our approach is
that an agent might appraise a situation many dif-
ferent ways such that all the appraisals lead to the
same intensity level in the resulting emotion, even
with respect to the same principles and goals. An
agent might, for example, be particularly angry be-
cause she is already not feeling well, or alternatively
because she is already annoyed with the one respon-
sible for her anger. In our architecture, such differ-
ences are important because, as just noted, the bind-

~Even the notion of emotional intensity itself is un-
derspecified since a full treatment would have to account
for such parameters as the amplitudes of multiple inten-
sity peaks, their durations, and so forth. (c.f., [Fr~jda et
a]., 1992]).



ings for the values of the different emotion-intensity
variables are pa~.d to the action generation compo-
nent of the AR, and might influence the reasoner’s
choice of actions for the experiencing agent.

Normalization variables are included in each func-
tion so that the relative strength, of emotions will
be correct. Normalization k important for two rea.
sons. First, different emotion types have different
numbers of variables, which would affect their over-
all intensity range. Second, the intensities for com-
pound emotions (e.g., anger) are based on the in-
tensities bindings of Lwo construalJ rather than one,
and this can only be done in a consistent manner if
the constituent construals are first normalized.

Figure 2 shows the basic outline of a function
that calculates an emotion intensity for ~mple goal-
relevant appraisals. Note that the defaulta for mood-
uariablee (e.g., depreuion-scs~y) are those for the
function only, and may be supemeded by a different
default for a particular agent.

Figure 3 shows a portion of a similar func-
tion used to calculate the intensities of fortunes-of-
others-emotions. In this case the variables represent
the supposed values for the other agent. We add
variables for ~’ie~ip-animoaiLy and emoLionai-
inLerreiaLednes#. As these values increase so do the
strength of the resulting fortunes-of-other emotions.
In addition we add a calculation for the effect of
perceived deservingnees or undeservingness. For ex-
ample, if one is resentful over the good fortune of
an adversary, but the adversary is seen as deserv-
ing, then the intensity of the resentment is lowered
according to the degree of deservingness.

Results
Our task was to define a set of variables that would
allow us to calculate coarse emotion intensities for
all emotion episodes that the Affective Reasoner was
capable of representing. We constrained our task by
specifying three discrete levels of intensity for each of
the twenty-four emotion classes, giving us seventy-
two different emotion/intenslty duples that were to
be represented. To test our representation we an-
alysed a number of different emotion episodes, as
well as complete scenes, for their affective content,
and used the emotion-intensity variables to repre-
sent the perceived causes of the different intensities,
within the context of our emotion theory. Episodes
were analysed with respect to the way in which the
intensity variables allowed us to map simulation-
event features into values for the eliciting conditions
of the different emotion types (see figure 1). Com-
plete scenes were additionally analyzed for the ways
in which affective states could be mapped to mood
changes for the automated agents, using the inten-
sity variables, so that the intensities of subsequent
emotions would be correct for those agents. The
present set of variables was suf~cient to represent all
of these episodes and scenes, at the Affective Rea-

soner’s level of granularity.
The intensity model has not been implemented for

all emotion types. Unsolved representational prob-
lems exist for some of the variables, such as sur-
pr~iz~gaeu and deeer~gaeu. The functions that
use the emotion intensity variables are in the early
stages of development. Moreover, the cognitive cor-
relates of the variables we have discussed interact,
and they have cognitive import beyond that of emo-
tion intensity. For example, a disturbance in what
we have termed aez~e o/reali~/might not only lower
the intensity of person’s emotions but could also af-
fect which emotions are generated, given the same
eliciting conditions (e.g., when audience members
laugh at gruesome scenes in a horror movie). Be-
cause we represent intensity variables and emotion
intensities u m~alam our model is not able to address
these phenomena. A more cognitively faithful rep-
resentation would allow multidimensional intensity
variables to affect each other in context dependent
ways, and would use such variables in not only the
determination of emotion intensity but also in the
basic construal process responsible for the selection
of the emotion types themselves. We consider our
work to be only a preliminary effort.
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(dofun seal-relevant -inn ensit 
(achieved-blocked
&key 4-porttnoo-tGhiov4’q ~orttnco-not-bloak~ ctrttinty
sense-of-reality taporsl-proxinity surprininKnou
of fort arousal physi©Ll-woll-beiug inporttnco-seps
valence-bias VLI once -biss-stzenKth
anxiot y-invincibility anx~ot y-invinoibilit y-etronKth
depression-ecstasy doprojjiom-ocst asy-stronKth)

(let ((one-valence (i~ () tchioved-blockod 0) ’positive ’nogtt~vo)))
(*

*Soal-relev--t -norualisatione
achieved-blocked
(if (oql one-valence ’positive)

(or inportanco-tchievin S *it-defnult*)
(or iaportanco-not-blockln 6 e~Jab-de:f&ulte))

(or oozta~nty *oox~ainty-do:faulte)
(or lense-o:f-zoality esonso-o~-zoality-dofanlt*)
(or tenporal-pzozin4ty etapozal-pzoxinity-do:fault*)
(OF eUrl~ris~p:ess esttT~:is~aJDoss-de:falllte)
(Or o:f:fort eo:f:fox’t-de:faulte)
(or azousal *azousal-do~aulte)
(or physical-woll-boiu K ephysicsl-woll-boinK-do:fault,)
(or inportanco-seps *iapoztanco-ssps-do~ault,)
(i:f valence-bias

(if (oql valence-bias one-valence)
valonoo-bias-strenKth
(protect-divide 1 valence-bias-strength))

valonco-bias-do:f suit *)
(i:f anziot y-invin©ibil it 

(i:f (oql anzioty-invincibility one-valence)
anxiot y-lnvincibillty-stzongth
(protect-divide I anxiety-invincibility-strength))

eanxiet y-invlncibility-de:f ault ,)
(i:f depression-ecstasy

(i:f (oql depression-ecstasy one-valence)
dol~rossion-ecstasy-stzonKth
(protect-divide i deprossion-ecstasy-strenKth))

*depzession-ecstasy-de:f ault *) ) ) 

FiKure 2.

(do:fun :f oztunoe-o:f -other-intensity
.,,

e~ or tunos-o:f -othors-nomalizat ione
:friondship-aninoeit y-etrqth
(or enotional-~ntorrelatodness eenotional-interrelatedness-de:faulte)

(i:f (oql dosorv~n~:noss-undesorvinKnoss ’deservinS)
(i:f (oql onO-VLlOnce ’positive)

desozv~:Knoss-undosorv~nKnoss-stronKth
(pzotect-divide 1 deservinsness-undeservin~ness-stzonsth))

(i:f (oql ao-valonoe ’nesative) ; ; ; note: d/u - ’undeservinK
desozv~neness-undeserv~J:Knese-st renKth
(pzotect-divide 1 deserv~uKnoss-undeservinKness-strength))

)
*deserv~u~ness-undesezvinKness-de:f ault* ) ) 

Fisure 3.
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